Notes:

STEP 1
Prepare all items needed for installation (Fig. 1B). Layout track
in sections on the floor. Join bends to straight sections of track
with a splice. Then attach splice to track with sheet metal
screws and trim track sections as required by layout (Fig. 1A).
Bended Classic Track

Classic Splice

Classic End Cap

1.) To operate the IV carriage, rotate the
bag holder clockwise until the carriage
locks on the track. To loosen, rotate the
bag holder counterclockwise and slide the
carriage by moving the bag holder.
Carriage may need to be loosened more
when moving around bends.

Screws

Classic Track

2.) To activate the Telescopic feature on
the IV Bag Holder, pull Activation Lever
down while holding bag holder tube and
release lever when bag holder is in the
correct position.

Classic Track

Screws
Classic Splice

Figure 1A

Figure 1B

STEP 2
Attach the track assembly to the ceiling with
one of the following methods:
Option 2A: With wood blocking or sheet
metal attach with pan head wood screws
through the ceiling tile and into the blocking.
Option 2B: On sheet rock, attach with
toggle bolt assemblies through the sheet
rock.
With either option, fasteners should be
spaced 24".
Option 2A
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3.) Please verify the drop ceiling is installed
and functioning properly before installing
track.
4.) Check your local fire codes for
maximum amount of wood allowed when
using wood blocking.
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STEP 3
Slide the I.V. carriage in the track making sure the nylon
washer on the carriage below the track and attach end caps
on the open ends. Then add the I.V. bag holder to the
carriage hook (Fig. 3).
Optional: Add the I.V. carriage extension rod to the carriage
hook and attach I.V. bag holder to the extension rod.
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